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Knowledge Bases
Definition
A knowledge base is a pair hR, Ii of a rule set R and an instance I.

Definition
An instance is a set of function free facts (ground atoms).

Definition
A (disjunctive existental) rule ρ is an expression of the form
∀~x∀~y.[Bρ (~x, ~y) →

_n
i=1

∃~zi .Hiρ (~xi , ~zi )]

where Bρ and Hiρ are conjunctions of atoms without function
~x, ~y, and ~zi are pairwise disjoint lists of
symbols or constants;
Sn
variables; and i=1 ~xi = ~x.
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Querying Knowledge Bases

Definition
A boolean conjunctive query (BCQ) is an expression of the form
∃~z.ϕ(~z) where ϕ is a conjunction of function free atoms.

Example
Consider the following instance I, rule set R and BCQ σ:
I := { Pizza(myPizza) }
R := { Pizza(x) → InFridge(x) ∨ ∃z.(Service(z) ∧ Delivers(z, x)) }
σ := ∃z.(Service(z) ∧ Delivers(z, myPizza))
Is σ entailed by hR, Ii?
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How to solve this in general?

Definition
A BCQ σ := ∃~z.ϕ(~z) is entailed by a knowledge base K if, for each
first order model M of K, there exists a substitution θ such that
ϕθ ⊆ M.
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How to solve this in general?

Definition
A BCQ σ := ∃~z.ϕ(~z) is entailed by a knowledge base K if, for each
first order model M of K, there exists a substitution θ such that
ϕθ ⊆ M.
Problems:
1. The number of models may be infinite.
2. Individual models may be infinite in size.

Proposition
BCQ entailment is undecidable [Beeri and Vardi, 1981].
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Do we really need every model?

Definition
A universal model set [Bourhis et al., 2016] of a knowledge base
K is a set of models U, such that for each model M for K there
exists a homomorphism from some model in U to M.
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Do we really need every model?

Proposition
A BCQ σ := ∃~z.ϕ(~z) is entailed by a knowledge base K iff it is
entailed by each model in some universal model set of K.
Proof.
"⇒":
If σ is entailed by K, then it is entailed for every model of K.
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1. For each model U in some universal model set U of K, there
exists a substitution θ with ϕθ ⊆ U.
2. By (1): There exists a model U ∈ U such that there exists a
homomorphism τ from U to M.
3. By (1) and (2): τ ◦ θ is a substitution with ϕ(τ ◦ θ) ⊆ M.
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Do we really need every model?
Proposition
A BCQ σ := ∃~z.ϕ(~z) is entailed by a knowledge base K iff it is
entailed by each model in some universal model set of K.
Proof.
"⇐":
Consider a model M of K.
1. For each model U in some universal model set U of K, there
exists a substitution θ with ϕθ ⊆ U.
2. By (1): There exists a model U ∈ U such that there exists a
homomorphism τ from U to M.
3. By (1) and (2): τ ◦ θ is a substitution with ϕ(τ ◦ θ) ⊆ M.
4. By (3): σ is entailed by K.
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Do we really need every model?

Definition
A universal model set [Bourhis et al., 2016] of a knowledge base
K is a set of models U, such that for each model M for K there
exists a homomorphism from some model in U to M.

Proposition
A BCQ σ := ∃~z.ϕ(~z) is entailed by a knowledge base K iff it is
entailed by each model in some universal model set of K.
We study an algorithm that should compute a finite universal
model set containing only finite models.
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Chasing a Universal Model Set

General Chase Procedure
Input: Knowledge Base K
Procedure: Apply rules in K exhaustively, until no new facts
are obtained. Consider the head disjuncts individually by
branching out on them.
Output: Universal Model Set of K
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How to apply rules?

Definition
A trigger is a pair λ := hρ, θi of a rule ρ and a substitution θ.
In the context of a fact set F, the trigger λ is:
active if Bρ θ ⊆ F,
obsolete if sk(Hiρ )θ ⊆ F for some 1 ≤ i ≤ branch(ρ), and
applicable to F if it is active and not obsolete.
If λ is applicable to F, then the application of λ on F is defined as
the set of fact sets:
λ(F) := { F ∪ sk(Hiρ )θ | 1 ≤ i ≤ branch(ρ) }
Those applications can be implemented using ASP-solvers.
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How to apply rules?
Example
Consider the following instance and rule set:
I := { Pizza(myPizza) }
ρ := Pizza(x) → InFridge(x) ∨ (Service(f z (x)) ∧ Delivers(f z (x), x))
myPizza : Pizza
myPizza : Pizza

myPizza : Pizza, InFridge

Delivers
f z (myPizza) : Service

The BCQ ∃z.(Service(z) ∧ Delivers(z, myPizza)) is not entailed.
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Chasing a Universal Model Set

General Chase Procedure
Input: Knowledge Base K
Procedure: Apply rules in K exhaustively, until no new facts
are obtained. Consider the head disjuncts individually by
branching out on them.
Output: Universal Model Set of K
Questions
1. How to apply rules?
2. Do we indeed obtain a finite set of finite models?
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Do we indeed obtain a ﬁnite set of ﬁnite models?
Not always: The chase may not terminate on a knowledge base.

Definition
A knowledge base K is terminating if no new facts can be
obtained at some point in the chase computation.
A rule set R is terminating if hR, Ii is terminating for every
instance I.
Problem: Knowledge base termination and rule set termination
are undecidable [Beeri and Vardi, 1981, Deutsch et al., 2008,
Gogacz and Marcinkowski, 2014].

Example
The following rule set is not terminating.
Pizza(x) → Last(x) ∨ (NextOrder(x, f z (x)) ∧ Pizza(f z (x)))
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Better safe than sorry

Definition
Acyclicity Notions are sufficient conditions for rule set
termination.
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Better safe than sorry

Definition
Acyclicity Notions are sufficient conditions for rule set
termination.
Existing notions:
MFA [Cuenca Grau et al., 2013] - Skolem Chase
RMFA [Carral et al., 2017] - Restricted Chase
Why not use MFA?
MFA is not defined for rule sets with disjunctions.
Why not use RMFA?
RMFA is not sound for the disjunctive skolem chase. (We can still
use some ideas.)
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Better safe than sorry
General idea of MFA: Compute chase on critical instance I?R and
check for cyclic terms.

Theorem
A rule set R without disjunctions is terminating if and only if
hR, I?R i is terminating [Marnette, 2009].
This approach does not work for disjunctive existential rules.

Example
Consider the rule set R and its critical instance I?R :
R = { Pizza(x) → Last(x) ∨ (NextOrder(x, f z (x)) ∧ Pizza(f z (x))) }
I?R = { Pizza(?), Last(?), NextOrder(?, ?) }
The knowledge base hR, I?R i is terminating but R is not.
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Naive Fix
Treat disjunctions as conjunctions.

Proposition
Consider a rule set R and a rule set R0 that results from R by
replacing disjunctions with conjunctions. If R0 is terminating,
then R is terminating.
Though, this is not satisfactory.

Example
The following rule set is terminating but it does not terminate if
we replace the disjunction by a conjunction:
Pizza(x) → Last(x) ∨ (NextOrder(x, f z (x)) ∧ Pizza(f z (x)))
NextOrder(y, x) → Last(x)
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Generalise Obsoleteness
How to improve upon the naive fix?
Problem: Obsoleteness is too restrictive.
Can we identify triggers that are obsolete independent of the
starting instance?

Definition
A trigger hρ, θi is blocked if it is obsolete w.r.t. to the set of facts
that are "necessarily involved" in the derivation of Bρ θ.

Theorem
In the context of a rule set: If a trigger λ is blocked, then λ is not
applicable to any fact set occurring in the chase on any instance.
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Example
Consider the following rule set:
ρ1 : Pizza(x) → Last(x) ∨ (NextOrder(x, f z (x)) ∧ Pizza(f z (x)))
NextOrder(y, x) → Last(x)
Consider the trigger hρ1 , { x 7→ f z (?) }i.
To derive f z (?), hρ1 , { x 7→ ? }i was applied before.
The following fact set has necessarily been involved:
{ Pizza(?), NextOrder(?, f z (?)), Pizza(f z (?)), Last(f z (?)) }
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Compute a generalized Chase result

Definition
For a rule set R, we define DMFA(R) to be the smallest fact set
such that I?R ⊆ DMFA(R) and, for every trigger hρ, θi with ρ ∈ R
that is active w.r.t. DMFA(R) and not blocked, we have
sk(Hiρ )θ ⊆ DMFA(R) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ branch(ρ).
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Theorem
If a rule set R is DMFA, then R is terminating.
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2. By (1): The chase sequence of hR, Ii contains a cyclic term t.
3. By (2): The cyclic term σ(t) is in DMFA(R) (via induction over
the chase sequence).
4. By (3): R is not DMFA.
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Example
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NextOrder(y, x) → Last(x)
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Example
R:
Pizza(x) → Last(x) ∨ (NextOrder(x, f z (x)) ∧ Pizza(f z (x)))
NextOrder(y, x) → Last(x)
DMFA(R):
f z (?) : Pizza, Last
NextOrder

NextOrder
NextOrder

? : Pizza, Last

f z (f z (?)) : Pizza
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Disjunctive Existential Rule Sets
Terminating w.r.t.
restricted chase
Terminating w.r.t.
disjunctive skolem chase

RMFA
DMFA
MFA

Example
The following singleton rule set is contained in the blank space:
P(y, x) ∧ Q(y) → ∃z.(P(x, z) ∧ P(z, x))
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Theorem
Checking if a rule set R is DMFA is 2ExpTime-complete.
Proof. (Sketch)
(Membership): We compute DMFA(R) step by step. The number of
facts without cyclic terms is at most doubly exponential.
Therefore, there are at most doubly exponentially many steps of
which each is computable in 2ExpTime.
(Hardness): Reduction from MFA (MFA and DMFA coincide for rule
sets without disjunctions)
[Cuenca Grau et al., 2013, Calì et al., 2010].
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Complexity of BCQ entailment for DMFA Ruleset

Theorem
Let R be a rule set that is DMFA and let K be a knowledge base
featuring R. BCQ entailment for K is coN2ExpTime-complete.
Proof. (Sketch)
(Membership): We consider BCQ non-entailment. The number of
sets of fact sets is at most triply exponential. Since it suffices to
guess one fact set in each chase step, we end up in N2ExpTime by
using a similar step by step computation as for the DMFA check.
Thus, BCQ entailment is in coN2ExpTime.
(Hardness): Reduction from the word problem of
N2ExpTime-bounded turing machines similar to the proof for
RMFA [Carral et al., 2017, Calì et al., 2010].
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Results

DMFA is a novel acyclicity notions tailored towards the
disjunctive skolem chase.
DMFA is in between MFA and RMFA (as expected).
Checking DMFA is 2ExpTime-complete and checking BCQ
entailment for a rule set that is DMFA is
coN2ExpTime-complete.
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Future Work

In theory:
1. Develop a cyclicity notion for the disjunctive skolem chase.
2. Refine notions to capture as many rule sets as possible.
In practice:
1. Evaluate DMFA on real world knowledge bases.
2. Use an ASP based implementation of the disjunctive skolem
chase for reasoning with description logics.
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The sources of the presentation can be found on Gitlab:
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